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INTRODUCTION

For, some time _I nave been aware of the paucity of research on or about

the religious attributes and involvements of rural youth in the/U.S. In my

judgment this is simply a reflection of the low priority that has been given

for some years to religion as a significant social variable in our society by

American sociologists. My speciality is -the study of oisadvantaged youth,

including,.minoci_ty____youth_and_rural youth: As a result of_thrs continuing

emphisls over more than a decade, I have overviewed a great deal of the accum-

.
utated research in Rural Sociology, Sociology, and other related social sci--

ences in the_process of developing synthesis of extant knowledge about various

-
types --of youth (Kuvlesky,-1973; Kuvlesky and Juarez, 1975; Kuvlesky and

Boykin, 1977; Kuvlesky, 1977). It is seldom that one finds current research

--reporting on the religious-attributes of youth, particularly rural, minority

_youth. Of the hundreds of research reports, for instance; that have been pub-

'shed or presented in the last ten years on the status aspirationS and-the __

status attainment process of rural youth, to my knowledge feW involve varia-

-bles
,

pertaining to religion in any but the most superficial manner (i,e.,

church affiliation) (Preston, 1969; Yankelovich, 1974). Personally, I feel

this paucity of interest is based on a widespread assumption that injgeneral

religion doesn't make much difference as a possible explanatory or-condition-

ing :variable for the things (variables) most of us are interested in.-

Ho.testy compels me to admit that I, as-a* research sociologist; shared

this assumption - without much critical reflection until very recently.

This past year I had,the opportunity to do scimeIntensive field observation

oriented toward case studies of two small populations of rural young peopfes

in rather different geographical and cultural settings: Spanish Americans in



rthern Taos_Co., New Mexico and Amish and Mennonite youth in Holmes Co.,

htojitudesky, 1977),. What I observed about the life situations of these

wo

. fl

groupings of youth caused me to seriously reflect about the assumption

hat religious attributes are not very fruitful for social science research.

came away from my intensive field experiences with a very definite feelrng

that religion and "the church " in their presence or absence, had a consider-
,

able sIgnificance for the life situations of the two sets of youth I observe!.

oW is_rel igion woven into the life situations of other rural youth; those`
.. _

.-_ :---,-

r s?oM-different areas, and of different ethnic origins?
.--__

t is,this_question I intend ba_address in the_analysfs,reported-heee

_-.utifizing a trl-ethnic comparative date_set_on Texas-rural_youth that-_ I_
-T-

ected in 1972 and 1973. While this study predominantly focused on status

rojections and orientations toward social mobility, it included several

scattered indicators of religious particfpation and orientations: enough to
,

make. it worthwhile .to pull them together within a Common focus-for analysis.

-Given the paucity of existing_research_ knowledge on religious_ attributes of
_ -

rural youth and on inter-ethnic comparative- analysis in general, I felt an

exploratory, empirical analysis could contribute some important insights,

even given the obvious limitations of the scope of the data If such in-
.

signts do evolve, fruitful hypotheses to stimulate,and guide future research

could be expected.

OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

Most of the research reported about rural populations is often badly

dated, or concerned with limited community case studies, and almost never

treats religious traits of rural youth (Messinger, 1978: Chpt. 18; Nash,

1965; Burchinal, 1965; Salisbury, 1965: Chpt. 16). A few studies have

4



explored the association of religious affiliation with other variables - usu-

ally .behavior viewed as deviant (Preston, 1969). At far as I know, no repor-
.

ted study has-explored ethnic variability in religious attributes of rural-

youth. It is commonly assumed by many in our society that rural people are

generally- homogeneous In reference to religious ,affiliations, participation,

and orientations. _Although:, at least'one rural sociologist has recently-.

warned against - thii assumption (Hassinger, 1978: 348-349). An inspection of

several prominent Sociology of Religion texts turned_ up nothing on religioUs

attributes cf either rural or minority youth (Salisbury, 1965; Glock and

Stark,--1965; Faulkner, 1972)

Ethnic variability is known to, exist along a number of dimensions ofexist

valuations, attitudes,-orientations, status'aspirations, and even in some

_cases behavioral_ patterns. Results from.aoalysis of data sets compar7

to the__ one used here indicate differences _ofrvarying,magnitude_ in__

the status aspirations and expectations, values, and-language patterns

f rural Black, White, and Mexican-American youth in Texas (Kuvlesky,

=Wright, and-Juarez, 1971; -Kuvlesky and_ Edington, 1976; Patella and

Kuvles-ky, 1973; Nyberg, 1978). While it should, be fairly obvious that

Mexican-AmerIcan.lfouth, _who are predominantly Roman Catholic, will vary in
. .

- :

termsof religious attributes as compared with rural Black and White youth

in,East-Texas, who are predominantly protettant, we have no research-based
_-_

.
,

a

-notions of what the nature or magnitude of these differences are, -Yet, if

our widely used notion of "ethnic subculture" has broad validity for explain-
.

ing the life situations of ethnic youth, we should expect to find some marked

variability in religious attributes among significantly different4ited ethnic

units, including those we. intend to study (Greelei and McCready, 1974: Chpts.

6 -and 7). This research should contrib to evidence to help evaluate the general



validity-of the notion of comprehensive ethnic subcultures, and to what extent

religion providetta basis for subcultural delineation.

TEXAS YOUTH STUDY (1972-1973)

The-data utilized for this study were col lecteit _from high school sopho-

mores as a result of two separate but highly coordinated field efforts as

follows: Nonmetropolitan East.Texas Black and. White youth, Spring.of 1972;

and.Nonmeiropolitan South Texas Mexican-American youth, Spring of 1973.

the time lapse of one year between the collection of data on the Mexi-

-canr_American sophomores_and_that of the other ethnic_groupings_mi.ght have__

roduced a_ problem comparabi lity_ of the data_sett, a recent report present-

ing- findingsing_findings on historical change in occupational projections of Mexican-
.

American youth from the study area involved here indicated little significant

change between J967 and 1973 -(Kuvlesky and Monk, 070 .. Detailed descriptions

f the study areas and respondents are available in Kuvlesky and Edinqton

= -

Care was taken to insure that all data collection operations were iden-

tical in the two separate field investigaticina by utilizing standard opera-_

flops.. In each case all high school sophomores present in the schools selec-
.

ted for study on the day of tin: Study were given questionnaires and' immediately-

assured of the confidentiality of their respOnses. A trained interviewer

read each item aloud giving the students enough time to complete their res-
..

ponses ballore proceeding. The questionnaires distributed were identical with

respect to the variables involved in this analysis (see APPENDIX A).

,

In conclusion, the high level of comparability of the data, historkal

period of study, and study areas provides us with the best opportunity that

has existed, as far as we know, to inveitigate broadly inters-ethnic variability

6



,
igious, involvement -arid orientations of rural youth.

I**
CTIVES'SPECIFIC RESEARCH OBJ

11 general objective is.to 'see what my'Texis Youth Study data can tell

_me about the religious behavior and orientations of rural youth and how
. --

may vary bi ethnic origins. Within the limits of my. data I cap explore these

questiOns.in reference to the following- variables:-
-

Religious Participation

Religious-Affiliation

; ChUrch Paracination of SUbjecti

el igious Orientatirns

Religious Self-Image (Perceptions of how peers view the subject in
this-regard):

---
eligious Identification as an Impediment to Social Attairiment
--et:X-00ton

Importance of Religionin Selection of Future Spouse (Relative to
matching subject's- ref igionSAdentification)

areritst Church Participation

Mother's

Father'S

;pool'

-The_ instruments used to obtain responses pertaining to these variables

are attached in APPENDIX A. I will discuss procedures pertaining to measure-

merit at appropriate places later in the discussion of analysis..

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

My basic objective used to guide the analysis to be reported here is to

determine to what extent ethnic differences exist, by sex, on each of the

_variables noted previously. I will use the Chi Square test and the Corrected



Coefficient of Contingency (C) to assist in makjng judgments about the sig-

nifiCance and magnitude of any:differences observed (Champion, 1970). In addi-

tion, 1 w141 attempt to explore the extent to which socioeconomic Status in-
_

uenced.any differences by ethnic identity that were observed.

This= section Ls ordered by the nature of variables , included' and procedure

an_elysis used as follows:

. Religious Affiliation and Participatiorfrof Youth

Youths' Rel gious:Orientat ions

111. 'Parents! Religious Part ici pat ion

SES rind Ithnit-DifferenceS

mmary of-=Findings

Religious Affiliation and Participation of Youth (Table 1)

The social differentiation of_the Texas_ youth studied Oh religion by

ethnicity is very strong 1E...80). Almost, all Mekicah Arnerican youth= identi

_ied_ themselves as Roman Cathol,ic and_fully 70* of the-ID-0okt identified-as

Baptists. The dominant ethnic_ grouping ("Whitest') ar-e= different from the two

nority groupings in that they demonstrated much greater heterogeneity of

rel igious affiliations than the minorities Still, similar to the Blacks ,

--_near _majority of the Whites_ (499;) were Baptist and 814 Indicated they were

filleted with a protestant denomination.

The more detailed measurement categories from which_ Table i was derived

ndicated that only one person of the JeWish faith was included in the total

set of samples. It is also surprising to note-that not a single East-Texas

ack indicated affiliation with the Roman Catholic. Church; although, it is

1 known: that many of these Black families originally came to Texas frOm

Louisiana, where Catholic rural Blacetfamilles are not uncommon.



_

Table -1, -Ethnic Type of Texas Rural Youth and Religious identification

Black White Mex. Amer.

Religious Identification %

apti st= EI NI
Methodist 12.

,

-=- (Protestant) (97)97i;

Churth of Christ 11 _

.. }.

'Other Protettants 3'

- .--41 ..Ila .....7.1-- - I1

t inCluded in"Chi Square,evaluaiion.

= 645.95 --

d.f. = 10

P .(.001

= :80

Individual comparative ethnic data by sex was not provided because of
the strong similarity between -the male "and female profiles of-affilia-

_tion across' ethnicity. --

9.



it can be safely concluded that ethnic origin is strongly associated

with , rel igious affiliation of the youth studied. One important commonality
_

shared by the three ethnic groupings is that very few respondents indicated

0" church affiliation. Obviously_ then, it can be concluded that almost all

outh of every ethnic type had a religious idehtification.

urch- Part it i pet ion (Table 2)

ti

longing to a church is one thing', but being 'nvolyed as an active-

participant is another thing. The results of sta,...istical tests clearly indi-

:- -

cate significant ethnic differences in frequency of-church participation for

both boys and girls. For both gender compa isons Black youth were found to

tend church frequently to asubstantially greacerextent than the other two

ethnic,types. Among the males, Mexican Americani differed markedly from the

-
-_---others -in having indicated a high rate of,infrequent Participation - fully

alf_-_of- the Mexican_American boys indicated they attended church seldom or

never. Correspondingly, they had by fa- the lowest proportion of "frequent

articipants" of any eth-nic-gender category.

=___Given the ethnic differences noted, several 'common patterns of religious

articipation are important to note. First, a majority or near majority Of
=

1- ethnic types indicated frequent church attendance, which means they went

o church at.least once-a week. Seccindly, a patterned gender difference

within ethnic groups is tlearly observable: a proportionately much greater

number of boys as compared with girls attend church seldom or never.

-
Youths' Religious Orientations

Religious -Self -Image (Table 3)

We included a question ..inour study aimed at producing an unobtrusive

indicator of "religious self-image" - whether or not the _respondent conceived

'e
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-Table 2. A Tri-Ethnic Comparison of Texas Rural Youths' Frequency of 'Church

_Attendance

'Frequency of
Church Attendance

. Never/Prat. ,Never
(Seldom)

. Few Times a Yr.

Males s-- Females 1 _

Black .White Mek. AITI Black Whi te Mex.Am.

8 14 25 2. 10

(23) (31) (51)- "(1) -(21
15 17' 26 5 .11

-2-Times a Mo. 25. 20.- -1 -2

Once eWeek-.

- (Frequent

- reOnde- Wk or Mo

38 32 31

(52, (49) (36)
-14 17, 5

50 36> 52

170 (57) (61
--21

X2 = 26.98

d.f. = 8

P = <.001

= .31



onsideried-

Rell

Females
White- Mex.Am:

%

5; 42-- 51-

44

.

<<9 49



-:of theMselves as*religious person. The question asked them to indicate

whether or not their_friends perceived the subject to be a religious person.

No significant differences existed among the ethnic groupings of boys

4n-this-regard - roughly,half of each male grouping perceived themselves as

being:Viewed as religious. Among the ' .hnic groupings the differences

were- significant, particularly.between Blacks and the other two types. Black

girls markedly more often perceived themselves as eing viewed as a religious
-1=

person =than ell- other ethnic sex types.-
N

Perhaps the most noteworthy observat:on about the\celiglous self-image

indicator is the fact that generally the ethnic-sex groupings appear to be

lar intonto two contrasting subgroupings - those_ who halt, a view of them
__-

selves-as a_religious'person and those who: do not. Certainlyone could
-.,.

hypothesize that this cleavage should

`orientations and behaviors (i.e. moral

behavioW(Preston, 1969) . This7shoul

produce some differentials in other

vaiues, social conservatism, andMorat,

d be a promising hypothesis to evaluate

.nJuture analysis of theSedata and in new research ion youth.

.Religionimpedes $ocial Attainment able '4)
*;

,Among,a set of items used to measure "perceived opportunity" for attain-

.

ment of achieved,status goals (i.e., job Prestige); we included one on whether

or not the subject's religion would impede attainment of job asi. rations.

__Unfortunately data is not available on the tlexican-American youth sample in

l_-00 regard.

= A comparative analysis of responses from Black and White East Texas

_-youth by sex demonstrate clear ethnic differences. While a large majority
0

f-both ethnic types, regardless of gender, indicated their ref.jion had no

-negative impact on their chances to achieve their status goals,, markedly

---;
more Black_youth deviated from this general pattern than Whi e youth. CIttarly

13
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Table Texas Rural Youth(' Perceptions of Their Religion as an Impediment to
Opportunitrfor. Social Attainment: A, Tri,Ethnic CoMparison by Sex.

=Degree of
lrepediment to
OpportunitY

sine

Some

.Much/Very Much

-No liiformat Fon*

Males 4.* - Females
J Black White

-"T"
91.

Mex.Am;-- Black White Mex. Am.

77 No Infor. .82

10

95 No Info'',

NM_ =.-10_

11

7

2 0

2

-= 1.00-

OD

100 100 .:100

98 133. 178. 94 138 2D1-

No 14ormation is excluded from Chi Square evaluations, which include only
Black and White samples.

11.111110

X2 = 5.56

d.f. =

P = <.01

= .29

14

X2 = 8.04

d.f. = 2 .

P = <.02

.27

(
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the minority youth were much more likely (2 to 3 times as likely) to perceive

religion as an impediment to attainment of their social status goals.

3. 19portance of Religion of Future Spouse (Table 5)

We included an item on religion among a set of items utilized as a

check-iist of attributes entering into the selection of a future, spouse. For

s

eachItem the respondent was asked to indicate the importance the attribute

held "in' -the selection of his or her future spodse.

The differences among the ethnic groupings for both sexes were statis-

tically significant but for the most part not very large. Mexican-American

youth, particularly boys, were most likely to,indicate religion was important

in'the selection of a' spouse. And, White youth were most likely to view

religion as relatively unimportant_in this regard, particularly among the

boys. J4
.ds

Again,'however, as was the case with religious self-image, perhaps the
.

-. .
_. - ,

'most'significant observation here is the general tendency for each ethnic
. ,

grouping,to be polarized on this orientation into two substantial opposing,

categories. While at least 40% of all ethnic-sex groupings indicated reii-

gion,as important in selecting a mate, generally similar and sometimes larger

proportions considered religion unimportant.

ICI. Parents' Religious Participation

-Mothers (Table 6)

Similar patterns of ethnic differences were observed to exist among both

boys and girls in reference to mothets' church attendance; although those for

the boys were not nearly as substantial as those among the girls. The most

prominent patterns are:

(1) Black mothers were the most frequent attenders.

(2) Mexican American mothers were the least frequent attenders.

-15
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Table 5 Importance of Future Spouse Having Same Religion as the Respondent:
A Comparison of Ethnic Types of Texas Rural. Youth by Sex

Males Females-
, mportante of Mack Whi te Mex . Am. Black White 17 Am.
SatheAtetigIon -1--- M 7- r-

e

%
--_

I. Not Impt. 14 26 14 20 28 16

(39) (55) (35) (50) (55) (44)
. Not Very Impt. 25 29 21 30 27 28

Impt.-- 4 26 23 .31 . 18' 30 32

(50) (43) (58)'--- (43) (44) :- (54)
-,

I -Very -SImpt. = 24 20 27 25 14 22-
_-.:.

o Infor.
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Table 6. Mothers` Attendance at Religious Services Among Ethnic Types of Texas

_ Rural Youth by Sex

Frequency. of

--- -Church_ Attendance

ever/Prac. Never 10 14 16 3 27- 10_

-_ -- (Seldom) (20) (30) (36) (13) (44) . (38)

ew..Times a Yr. - -10 16 . 20-_----10 = 17 28------

_

--Once- a -Week 36 32 36 _- 26 3p

(Frequent) (54) (53) (45)1 -(69) (41) -_

nce arWk.-,Or More 18 2,1- -5- 15

-100 10O " 100- 100 00 -_1

_18 133 -178

nformation is excluded from CM Square evaluations.

X2,-= 11.53

d.f. = 8

.05 <P < :10

=:.25



Obviousl-y, the rate
0-__-

between these extremes; however, they more closely approximated the Mexican-

metiCans-than-they did the Blacks.

FathetS-1Table-7)

of frequency of attendance of White mothers fell

Exactly_the same patterns of

-Church participation as were observe

ethnic differences were observed for fathers'

d for, mothers' participition:- the only

difference being that toe ethnic vari

tilers and Fathers Compared (Table 8)

comparison of rates of fathers' and

bility is much stronger among boyS in

mothers' frequency Of church
_

*Ice _quick! y led to the conclusion_ that _the outhsi percepthens-of thest'

_
indicated_ a clear and_go_nsistent, sex-tole d i f ferente cuttingacross all -thrte

..,ethnic types.. .Consequentlyt. I `de-Cided to put the e percentage distrifionS
y this pattern (Table

een that church partici

side.,in a new tabular-- display to show cleat

From this presentation of the data it can be quickly

ation of fathers..ond mothers" differs in a clear and con

ar-dless, of ethnic ty e: fathers_ are substantially less

_than- Mothers.

It 'is intierestling to note that even though the ethnic g

-strate _consistent ;3 n d somewhat marked difference in church part,

sistent manner, re-

ikely to Participate

upings demon-

cipation of

h parents, the are very similar in this sex-role patterning be tween

mothers' and fath behavior. If this' sex-role patterning is marked and

differ-consistent i t could (through family socialization) produce the gender

--=noticed-nnoticed previously among the male and female yoUthserving as subj

here.- It is a well documented fast that parents remain "significant other

4nd_tole models__for their children into late a_dolesce-_nce (Dealer, Will i tS_, a

-this, is so we should see some positive correlations between the

_



Table Fathers' Attendance at 11121ous Services Among Ethnic Types of Texas

Rural Thoth by Sex

Males Females-

Frequency- of- -_ Black White Mex.AM. Black Whitei te Mex-.Am.

=Church Attendanee- 71---- 717 ----r---- -1--'- -717
__,

Never/Prac.- Never 19 _:-- 29 30_ 26 38 _28_

-_ '---- --J --- (Seldom) -(341 (48), -(57) (33)_ (52): _- (59) 1-
.-- tw-TlineT7-a-Ytk, ---,---=______-__1.4: -_,___19______-____: _27 __ -7 _ 14_ :31-- _.=

1:,-1

X = 59.77

d. f. = 10 .

P.;F <.001

= .42



A Comparison of Respondents' Mothers and Fathers Frequency of ChurCh-

Attendance-by-Ethnic Type

Mex. Amer.

Moth. Fath. Dif.1 71



religious participation of parents and children when they are matched by sex.,

e-,can.,do this within the context of otir, data.
- . . .., - ..

Mother- Daughter, Father-Son Com aiLLisEIs (Tables 9 6 10) ... -

lt can be readily seen for-the_mother7daughter comparisons by ethnicity
..-

that the correspondence of frequency rates of attendance is not very good;

except for Blacks. This is due to a very consistent and patterned teridencY,

across all three ethnic groupings fcr girls to indicate markedl_y more frequent,
--

attendance than ..they report_for their mothers. Essentially the same findings

exist for the father-son comparisons. Again, we find a strong common pattern

that cuts across all ethnic groups: the youth participate in, church markedly

_more frequently than their sex-matched parent boys more than fathers and

rls:morefthan_ mothers.

particularlyT _Still, I thjnk i t is- clear, amongthe boys _that sinti_l_ar__

sex-role_patterning in frequency rate profiles does exist.' Perhaps,'once

_these adolescents are in more complete control of their daily lives (i.
_

-after they leave high' school) the sex-matched, parent-child profiles win

_come into closer alignment.. The evidence certainly suggests_ that many par--..

tints may well..tsee church attendance as more important for their teen-age

_drew_ than for themselves:-

One promising_ prospect for future research

nature.of matched or mismatched parent-child rates of participation on other

e to explore the

behavioral and social variables pertaining to family interaction, decision-_

and quality of life.

Class and Ethnic oifferences (Table 11-)

i minority groups,. represented by the Black and Mexican-

here, are relatively disadvantaged in socioeconomic:

h the majority or dominant ethnic group (Waite



Table 9 :A-Comparison of Patterns of Church Participation Between Texas

-}_ G i r i s- and Their Mothers =by, Ethnicpe

M-D
Dau Dif.

(=6)

--, 12' -- 8 -(4)

69 -7'5_ (+6)



-fr

'2;

Table 10. A Comparison of Patterns of Church Participation Between Texas Rural

toys and Thei,r Fathers by Ethnic Type

M-D M-D

Fath. Son Dif. Fath. Son Dif. Fath.

_

33 23 (-11) 48- 31 (-17) -57
12 25 (+13) ,17 20 (+3) 12

52 (+10) 30 49 (+19) 26

L

,-

-100- _100_,

23



. SmumarxplectiewEmparison of Total Ethnic SamplesWith Lower Class Portion of Each on
Selected-Religion-Attributes

Total- .

Comparison Bl. Wh. M.A.

Total-L
Comparison

o Change.

--Future



youth) as is clearly indicated in Fir re I (Kuviesky, Wright, and Juarez,

1971: 137-138) . Consequently, it_ could be argued that any ethnic differences

We have ob.served may=be= simply correlatei of SES. Because of the low number

of 'respondents of each ethnic type:and the predominance of "Low SES" among

the minority ethnic groupings, it is impossible to implement a rigorotis con-

1 for the influence of SES on interethpic differences. Instead I decided
---

to control on SES by elimination, by comparing the lower SESsegments of the

eihhic group i rfgs . Obviously, this limits our ability to generalize about
avD

e influence of SES vs. ethnic identity on' the religious ,attifbutes of youth

to only lower class youth. If the ethnic differences observed in comparison

of the-total _ethnic samples are generally observed to paralle_l those observed

for comparison-among the Low SES segments_ of each_ethnItAroiming, we_tan

assume that the ethnic differences'observed have not.-been_caused by/ethnic

variabil ity in SES.

A summary overview compartsori oftile patterns Of _religious involvement

and orientation _differences by ethnTeity_for,the total .samples and the Lower

SES segments is given in Table Ir.. Without exception the patterns of dif-

ferences_observed among females are very similar in both cases - the patterns

-,,artiong Lower SES segments are very similar to those observed ih the total

sample comperisons. Generally, the same is true for males with two exceptions

(1) Religious Self Image:
Total Samples= W<B1, MA

Low SES = MA,. Bl<W

, (In essence the White =boys change
positions with the other two types.

(2) Iniportance of Religion of Future Spouse_:

Total Sample St MA>B1>W (In essence the White boys and ,Black

Low SES = MA>W>ill
boys switch positions.)
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Figure 1. Ethnic Variation in Socioeconomic Status Among Selected Texas

= --- Rural Youth

(57)

-

(38)

Mexican BlaCk

American_ (E7-T0(40
(S.Texas).

Ethnic Types of Texa-s Rural Youthrr
Whi te

(E.Texas).

".
Based on dichotomous classification of "Main Bread-winners" occupation

as=-follows:

Low = unemploYed, laborers,operatiyes:, and-Clerical

Higher = all others

-This is judged to be a conservative' definition of Low SES.
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A

In each case:the Low SES exceptions for males only alter the pattern of_ eth-

,
.c=difference; R does not eliminate them. In fact, it appears the magnitude

difference in these two cases is greater among the Low SES segments than

reference to the total= samPles.
ss,

:10

_1t can be generally concluded, that ethnic differences persist, and for

impst -pak ain similar in nature and Magnitude, when SES 'is controlled.

Film this observation it can. be inferred that SES does not account for ethnic

variability in religious attributes of the youth studied.

One interesting 4erendipitous finding was produced in the process of

-

ementing--\this, control for .the Jmpact of_SES. The extent to Which religion

_pe_rcei vet" as a barrier, to _attainment of'status goal's_ decreases., markedly,

."-
regardless ethnicity,__among the lower class -Segments as compared with the

toter sample. Why do upper SES classes tend to view religion more often as

,

arrier to status attainment than-lower class youth? This--woUld be a good

uesstion- to follow-up in future research.

ummery of Fi nd ings

.The analysis-of .the date: described previously producede host of note--
-

worthy findings pertaining to both interethnic differences among the Tetras

_rural- youth studied and, et the same ime, some consistently similar patthrns

of-refigious attributes. It Is necessary to pay attention to patterns of

similarity-among theetnnie groupings involved as well as patterns of ethnic

variability if we are to achieve an honest, objective, and ba'anced compari

son. In this summary statement I will first overview liriely the n:st

(3,

nificant patterns of ethnic variation and then briefly list the nos : impor-

tant .commonalities. A supairy overview cif the results of the statistical

=,--tests, used to evaluate interethnic variability, by .1ex -in the respOndentsl,
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religious attributes Is'pr.sented in Table 12. This is followed by a summary

overview of interethnic patterns of difference in selected response categories

_ -

and a_description of-the nature and strength of interethnic patterns of

variability relative to the Pura] Youths' religious involvements, participa-

-

ltion,'_andorientations, presented in Table 13.

nterethnic Differences

Religious Affiliation:

The three ethnic groupings differed markedly in church affiliation:

Mexican-American youth were predominantly Roman Catholic, Black youth
-

.-
-were-oredominantly Baptist, and White youth demonstrated a greater diver-

_

=

sity of church affiliation than either of the two minority ethnic units.

Chui.ch Parfici'ation by
_-

Black youth, regardless of gender, were more frequent participanti in

religious services than others. 'Black girls had the highest rates of

. church participation and Mexican-American boys had the lowest'by far.

Orientations Toward Religion:

la) Religious- Self-Image - ethnic differences were not substantial; how-

4

ever, Black,girts had a greater tendency to perceive themselves as

'being viewed as a rellebus person than others.

(b) ReligionasanledirmtolatglAllainment - Black youth more

frequently_viewed religiOn as an impediment than White youth. (NO

information-exiSted on Mexican-American youth for this variable.)

(c) Importance of Religion of Future Spouse - Mexican-American youth,

particularly amOng boys, were slightly more kely than othersrto

consider religion as an important attributefof their futime spouse.
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Table-12. A Summary Comparison of Significance of Ethnic Differences
mongEAsicaWhitelnd Mexican American Rural Youth by Sex

Significance of Ethnic Differences
Males Females

Vartable \ P(X2) P(X2)

Rel., identif. <.001 .80 <.00i .83

-Freq. of Church Attend.

-.--

Viewed as Rel., PeriOn.- . >.50 , <.05 .20_-

Rel. as. lived. _to -Atta i 6.'*- <.01 .29 <.02' 27

IMpt-. lof.Rel. of Future Spouse <.02 .25 *-- <.01 .31*

MothaTus Church .05<P<.10 -.25: <.00l .57

Fait4r-!-s,Church Attend. <.001 .733 __<-.001 .112
-,

.11111111

Mexican AKerican sample is luded -tle re
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Overview of ir o...rethnic Variabilit in Texas Rural Youths' Rel ious Identi Ication,
ation,- and Orientations by Sex

0 14 -83
67- 47 0-- --

artici -on

_i_Frequebt___-_At_tend

dbm_r-_Attend -.-

r ien tat ions
_ewed i -52

des -_Attain. 21

-tRel--/Future Spouse 50

PartiCii pat ion=
7=_Freq0erit- Attend . 75 57 61 S

Se Wm -Attends 7 21 17

rienttfOns-
Opus 53- 59 71 S

1.-1 mOadas At tai n . 15

'Rel/Future Spouse 44 54 S

or rf cted: Coefficient of -Contingency (Champion, 1970: pp: 204,.207)



itantial for fathers. The general lmportant parental patterns of dif-

_

llexican7American_parents.;,are least likely tr.', attend frequently:,

3 Whitecparents_fall _between thesettwo extremes but are more similar

,.

Church:Partici atom of Youth - for each_ethhic_type boys were less t r e:

ueht participants thanfthei r, female counterparts.-...,

. in reference to religious self-image and importance of religion of futitre

s use each
-
ethnic group was polarized into_ two substantial opposing sub--



When4larent and child participation profiles are gatChed by gender,

hildren_ show markedlygreater frequency of attendance than parents.

and Ethnic'Patterns

general findings provide insights that have implications for evalu--
ing,the_explanitory utility -of a set of related conceptual viols pertaining

!ethnic subculture" and "minority ethnic" assimilation into the broader

rticipation, are substantial enough to deserve attention. Still, it seems

_fica_tionror church_ affiliation, do not consistently and steongly. influence to

a=great cxtent,patterris of religious behavior sir religioui orientations of



least within the limits of the context of variables available in

s= stud

uch more impressi4ft than the_ interethnic differences observed was the

er_of rather strong and very consistent patterns of similarity

n_reference to religious .orientations and sex-role and age-Status

ifferentiation relative to c' arch participation. Clearly rural youth share

er sitnilerpatterns in these respects, irrespective of substantial
=

.--

gnificant_ethnic group differeutiation, includfng minority ethnic vs.

-niinant et_hni_c_f___group distinctions. In this -sense, the findings stronglyrsug- ,
--- - `2_

generalr_Black an&Megican-.American. minority_ youth _are to --a large

xtenttuittirai ly assimilated" into the dominant ref igiout patterns of the

hant_-_cu! Except_ for religious affiliat kin, these two rural

Ivethnic units are more- like the &Anent ethnic unit (i.e.. White)

ey d lffet_l rrenom i t

would-seem that the, _greatest influefice a_ ethnic

-reference to-Aifining membership in part ticular Churche. --Yet; membership
_

-z-different churches did not_seem to-have a-gret deal of iMpct;_on

ious.,participition or orientations. this seriously brings into question the

notion in sociology that religious identification (by churet0 IS gen-_
rally a significant element in ethnic subcultural differentiation in con-

orary_American society (Greeley, 19741 Chpt. 7). This_ may= be true in-

=idases (i.e.., the Old Order Amish); however, it does not appear to be so,

a?___very _great _extent,.-fOr rural Texas Blacks and Mexican-Americans.

-,. ____

e strong _sex-role_ patterning observed frequently, particularly in,
__.- -

reference to religioqs__pirticipation (for _youth _and parents), cutriiery con-
__

Sistently--across_ethniC group_ lines. in .other -words, gender (sex-role0 -does,

ca_s_ignifi_cant difference. in religious behavior and orientations. The-

_7_



\
in sea so suggest that_the sex-role differentiation may be focused in

emphasise on a particular sex status somewhat, differently among

liniCjninO:rit its.. You will recall that black' females _stood out from all oth=-

er -of times -in -ways indicating a very positive orientation toward

'=refigio4,whereas, the.MexicarrAmerican_males deMonstrated the converse_

-conceptual -and

,development of a

,theoretical inferences provided above provide a basis

number of provacative hypotheses challenging ex i sting

eoretical__nottons about ethnic subcultural differentletiOn-tek-rcile

vialization-i- and ethnic minority assimilation in contemporary U.S. society

,
ese_deserve attention and should provide guides-kelative-to expanding-our

esearch effort -in terms ofmsliorating, the paucity of researg

,_=youth in_these respects. Surely,.we can not continue- o-assUme that

igion of little significance for rural youth and for potentially ex-

aining variability in their behavioral patterns value oreintations, atti-

tudes, and conceptions of the self. The generat indings =ofof this study .

rongly suggest _this would be a mi,stake. At least it is time we seriously

veStiigated,-the_probable general_ validity:of-this assumption.
. _

hateverthe.conceptual _or. ,_,theoret ice _pOtent 1-;t_ thete -findings, theV_

Ve_i_Mportant stgnifIcancei_n_extending the extant-empirical knowledge abOut

rural and minority= youth. Obviously -the imited scope of this study-in terms

istoricat period, age of subjects-, geographical, area, and particular ethnic

nits-cautions against generalizing the findings too broadly. Yet, they p

e -a= =base for the eventual accuthulation of comparative data aimed at exten-,

e_ -scope -of- generalizations possible or discovering- the criticerfa-*Ctors

het-i-li_mit-generalization.- The author would be sincerely appreciative -of f
_._

, n..., ;- -., - _ _

__ _

earning-about ny-coMparable existing or.:,:projected_data that might be used

3 t, -,t_.purpote



re you of Mexican American ancestry? (Circle one number):

My religion



-,,wou,l& to__know something about the girl (boy) you would tike
o,mirry.._ if _you could marry anyone you desired, how important woitld

=etch Of the. __fallowi-dg_things be id selecting your wife (husband)T
One,_-number_fOr Teach

_- On-the-average; how Ofteif--:_does:-yoilr father lor the Male-head of house
hold_where you 113/0_ attend r--el iv kcius___sa-r0;ce-s7 -(Check--wie)

ever
= _- P,ract=ic'a 11_y- -never-=

-' A ,few - t imes---a

k
k--iee

No lather or male---head_--Of househdld- present-i

On the average, how ten_-_does_ your mother_(o-r-the_. female-head --of,the

hoasehold_wherei you l-ive)_ attend- relWas services? -(check one)

0-Veer:

_

. _

year

TO-nce_ al-Week'
Mere- than--Onee--a---week---
No mother or female head of household_ present



S; pia; n-T-Etreadw nher s- Job)

,/the main Job --held by the major_money- earner of your home?
r_ite;:yOur_answer in the following box. Give a specifi job; not
e-,COMPonY-_ or _place Workeil-for.)
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